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EuCd2P2 is notable for its unconventional transport: upon cooling the metallic resistivity changes
slope and begins to increase, ultimately 100-fold, before returning to its metallic value. Surprisingly,
this giant peak occurs at 18 K, well above the Néel temperature (TN ) of 11.5 K. Using a suite of
sensitive probes of magnetism, including resonant x-ray scattering and magneto-optical polarimetry,
we have discovered that ferromagnetic order onsets above TN in the temperature range of the
resistivity peak. The observation of inverted hysteresis in this regime shows that ferromagnetism is
promoted by coupling of localized spins and itinerant carriers. The resulting carrier localization is
confirmed by optical conductivity measurements.

First glimpses of phase transitions in new materials are
often gained through measurement of the temperature-
dependent resistivity, ρ(T ). At a magnetic transition
ρ(T ) generically exhibits a change in slope, with dρ/dT
proportional to the heat capacity anomaly. This behavior
is understood within the Fisher-Langer theory, in which
enhanced quasiparticle scattering appears as a conse-
quence of critical fluctuations [1]. However, some metal-
lic magnets exhibit features in ρ(T ) more pronounced
than a mere change in slope. For example, resistivity
peaks have been reported recently near the Néel tem-
perature TN in a number of antiferromagnetic (AFM)
europium compounds with the general formula EuM2C2

(M=In,Cd, C=Sb, As, P) [2–7]. In these materials mag-
netism is localized in Eu2+ layers, which are separated
by low-carrier density itinerant M2C2 blocks. They are
notable because density-functional theory predicts that
their low-energy electronic structure and topology are
dramatically altered by the nature of the magnetic or-
der [8–15], and that the different magnetic states are
close in energy [16], and are therefore experimentally ac-
cessible [2, 17–19]. This combination offers the exciting
prospect of creating electronic states hypersensitive to
external stimuli.

The resistivity of EuCd2P2, the subject of this study,
stands out as an extreme example of unconventional tem-
perature dependence, quantitatively and qualitatively
different from other systems exhibiting a resistivity peak
[5]. As shown in Fig. 1, the metallic high-temperature
resistivity (green in Fig. 1c) undergoes a hundredfold
increase with decreasing temperature (blue) and subse-
quently returns to metallic values (purple). Both the
rise and fall of the resistance take place well above the
Néel temperature of 11.5 K, as determined from the heat
capacity measurements. The peak value of ρ, which is
found at 18 K, is suppressed by modest magnetic fields,
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Figure 1. (a,b) The resistivity of EuCd2P2 (structure in the
inset) shows a pronounced peak at 18 K. (c) Above 75 K it
exhibits metallic behavior. Data are from ref. [5].

yielding a giant negative magnetoresistance [5].
Here we use a powerful combination of bespoke

magneto-optical techniques and x-ray scattering to show
that the anomalous resistivity peak arises from previ-
ously unreported time-reversal breaking that takes place
above the Néel temperature. Our results indicate that
AFM order is preceded by the formation of ferromagnetic
clusters driven by the interaction of localized spin and
itinerant charge degrees of freedom. The three resistivity
regimes depicted in Fig. 1 are traced to temperature-
dependent crossovers from independent fluctuating clus-
ters to the onset of ferromagnetic order.

We begin by describing our spatially-resolved
symmetry-sensitive optical measurements, in which we
measure the change of the angle of linear polarization
(dφ) as a function of sample orientation. Since we
cannot physically rotate the sample fixed to piezoelectric
scanning stages, we access the same information by
rotating the incoming light polarization (φ). Once the
experimental setup is carefully aligned to preserve the
polarization state (SI, Sec. I), the change of polarization
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upon reflection is given by:

dφ ∼ A (T ) sin [2 (φ− φ0 (T ))] +B (T ) , (1)

where φ0 (T ) and φ0 (T ) + π/2 indicate the directions
of the principal optical axes, and A (T ) and B (T ) are
proportional to birefringence and polar magneto-optical
Kerr effect (pMOKE). These effects arise from the break-
ing of rotational symmetry and out-of-plane magnetiza-
tion, Mz, respectively. To enhance experimental sensi-
tivity, we modulate T at a frequency f ≈ 2 kHz using a
second laser beam as a heater, essentially measuring the
temperature derivatives of A and B, dA and dB [20, 21].

This experiment at 2 K reveals a sinusoidal dependence
of dφ on φ (Fig. 2a, Eq. 1), corresponding to a nonzero
value of dA and indicating broken rotational symmetry.
Fig. 2b is a map of the spatial distribution of φ0, reveal-
ing three birefringent domains with 120 ◦ between their
principal axes (see Fig. S1a of SI for histogram of the rel-
ative domain populations). This observation is consistent
with spontaneous breaking of C3 symmetry at the onset
of previously reported type A-AFM order (i.e., alternat-
ing ferromagnetic layers with in-plane spins, ref. [5]) on
a triangular lattice.

The first indication of unconventional order in
EuCd2P2 is the observation of nonzero dB, indicated
by the φ-independent offset of the sinusoidal curves in
Fig. 2b. As mentioned above, this offset demonstrates
the existence of an out-of-plane component of magne-
tization, Mz; we therefore refer to it as dMz for clarity.
The dMz map (Fig. 2c) shows that domains of Mz and A-
AFM order are highly correlated, suggesting coexistence
and strong coupling between the two forms of order. In
contrast, reflectivity is uniform across this sample region
(see Figs. S1(b-d)).

The temperature dependence of dA shown in Fig. 2d
exhibits an additional surprising feature: the birefrin-
gence that was provisionally attributed to antiferromag-
netism does not vanish at TN . Rather, with increasing
temperature there is a discontinuous change in slope at
TN followed by a gradual decrease in amplitude, show-
ing that C3 symmetry remains broken above TN . dMz

also remains nonzero above TN , with the polar Kerr sig-
nal changing smoothly through the transition. Zoom-
ing in on the weak feature at ∼ 2TN , we see peaks in
both temperature-modulated birefringence and pMOKE
(Fig. 2d, inset), showing that the two order parameters
onset simultaneously, and are likely therefore coupled.

To help identify the origin of rotational symmetry
breaking above TN , we employed resonant elastic x-ray
scattering (REXS), with photon energy tuned to the Eu
M5 edge (1127.5 eV). The amplitude of the (0 0 0.5)
diffraction peak, corresponding to A-AFM order, drops
sharply at TN = 11.5 K, ruling out A-AFM order as the
source of C3 breaking above TN (Fig. 2e). The ferromag-
netic (FM) peak at (0 0 1) is obscured by the structural
one; however a fortunate matrix element suppression of
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Figure 2. (a) Thermally-modulated polarization rotation as
a function of incident polarization and corresponding fits
(Eq. 1), measured at three sample locations (probe: 20µW,
633 nm; pump: 50µW, 780 nm, modulated at 2345 Hz). (b, c)
Maps of (b) principal axis orientation and (c) dMz, extracted
from the phase and offset of curves like those in (a) (step size:
25µm, light spot diameter: 5µm). (d) Thermally-modulated
birefringence amplitude (teal) and dMz (red) as a function
of temperature (TN = 11.5 K). Both signals onset at ∼ 2TN

(inset). (f) Normalized antiferromagnetic (blue; (h, k, l) =
(0, 0, 0.5)) and ferromagnetic (orange; (h, k, l) = (0, 0, 0.95),
with structural scattering subtracted) REXS as a function of
temperature. AFM scattering onsets sharply at TN , in con-
trast to the gradual onset of ferromagnetism above TN .

the structural Thomson scattering at (0 0 0.95) provides
a window to the FM order (for details see SI, Sec. II).
In contrast with the AFM onset, the FM order decreases
smoothly through TN (Fig. 2f), mirroring the dMz(T )
extracted from the pMOKE signal (Fig. 2d). We note
that our measurements indicate static FM order, in con-
trast to short-range fluctuations reported in the sibling
compound EuCd2As2 [22].

Having confirmed the existence of ferromagnetic order
for T > TN , we turn to the origin of rotational sym-
metry breaking above the Néel temperature. To that
end, we have developed a method, based on the linear
magneto-optic effect [23–30], to isolate rotational sym-
metry breaking associated with order parameters that
break time-reversal symmetry, as well. Specifically, we
measure the modulation of birefringence that is linear in
an applied magnetic field; we refer to this effect as lin-
ear magneto-birefringence (LMB), and parameterize it
by the LMB tensor,

↔
δr =

(
β γ
γ −β

)
Hz, (2)

where
↔
δr is the change of reflectance, Hz is an applied

field, and (1, 0) and (0, 1) correspond to the principal
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axes at Hk = 0. As a consequence of Onsager’s relation,
the LMB tensor vanishes in time-reversal (TR) invariant
systems (see SI, Sec. III for a derivation), making it a
sensitive probe of TR symmetry breaking.

We measure the components of
↔
δr by detecting the

change in reflectivity at the fundamental frequency of an
oscillating Hz, applied by a small coil [31]. After care-
ful calibration of the setup (SI, Sec. I.C), the change in
polarization on reflection that is synchronous with the
applied field, dφ ∼ AHz sin [2 (φ+ φC)], yields the ele-
ments of the LMB tensor through the relations,

A2 = β2 + γ2, φC = φ0 +
1

2
arctan

γ

β
, (3)

where φ0 is the principal axes orientation at Hz = 0.
Fig. 3a shows the existence of LMB in EuCd2P2 at

5 K. The diamonds and circles compare the change in
polarization induced by field and temperature modula-
tion, respectively, and demonstrate a phase shift of 52 ◦

between them. The observation of a phase shift that is
not equal to either 0 ◦ or 45 ◦ proves that both β and γ
are nonzero (Eq. 3). A symmetry analysis of the LMB
tensor in EuCd2P2, summarized in Fig. 3b and discussed
in detail in Sec. III of SI, shows that a nonzero γ requires
a My, revealing this component of FM order at 5 K.

The temperature dependence of the field-modulated
amplitude, plotted in Fig. 3c, shows that LMB remains
finite above TN , identifying My as the origin of bire-
fringence above the AFM transition. It finally vanishes
at ∼ 2TN , coincident with the disappearance of Mz

(Fig. 2d). We note that My and Mz correspond to dis-
tinct magnetic point groups, so one is not a natural con-
sequence of the other, as in ‘weak ferromagnetism’ [32],
for example. Their coexistence indicates coupling via a
high-order magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA), which
typically arises from a combination of spin-orbit coupling
and the crystal field [33]. However, the ground state of
Eu2+ carries no angular momentum, so spin-orbit cou-
pling is expected to be negligible and the anisotropy can-
not be understood by considering only Eu spins. Instead,
the MCA can stem from the coupling of Eu to carriers, as
was previously demonstrated in other magnets contain-
ing the L = 0 Eu2+ or Gd3+ ions [34–36].

Confirmation that ferromagnetism in EuCd2P2 results
from the coupling between Eu spins and conduction elec-
trons comes from measurements of dMz as a function of
applied dc magnetic field. Fig. 4a follows the magneti-
zation through a field sweep at 3 K, showing a hystere-
sis loop that confirms FM order. The same field sweep
conducted at 14 K (Fig. 4b) is also hysteretic, but looks
very different in two respects: the loop proceeds clock-
wise rather than counterclockwise, and is superposed on
a linear background. Removing the background (inset)
emphasizes the hysteresis is inverted : the saturated mag-
netization is anti-parallel to the applied field direction!

Inverted hysteresis cannot arise from a single class of
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Figure 3. (a) The phase difference between the Hz-linear
birefringence (diamonds) and the H = 0 birefringence (cir-
cles) proves γ 6= 0 (Eq. 3), and therefore My 6= 0 (inset of
(c)). For clarity the curves are normalized by the respective
amplitudes, and constant offsets are subtracted. (b) Diagonal
(β) and off-diagonal (γ) LMB: the orientation and length of
the ellipse axes represent the orientation of the optic principal
axes and the reflectivity along them, respectively. Magnetic
point groups (MPGs) and order parameters compatible with
the two effects are listed. (c) The amplitude of LMB as a
function of temperature (TN = 11.5 K) reveals the onset of
TR - and C3- broken phase at ∼ 2TN . Probe beam: 20µW,
633 nm; field amplitude: 0.2 mT, modulated at 500 Hz.

ferromagnetically coupled spins; instead, at least two an-
tiferromagnetically coupled subsystems are required. A
minimum model for the observed behavior is described
by the free energy,

F = α2m
2 + β2M

2 + β4M
4 + JmM −H(m+M), (4)

where m and M are the magnetization of carriers and
Eu ions, respectively, J is the antiferromagnetic coupling
between them, and the parameters αn and βn are the
quadratic and quartic terms in the expansion in even
powers of the magnetization. With H = 0, F has a
minimum at nonzero magnetization,

M2 =
1

4β4

(
J2

2α2
− 2β2

)
, m = − J

2α2
M, (5)

for coupling strengths J2 > 4β2α2, showing that J pro-
motes spontaneous magnetization, even if the uncoupled
Eu system would be paramagnetic (β2 > 0).

Minimizing the free energy with Hz 6= 0 yields (SI,
Sec. IV):

M3 − M

4β4

(
J2

2α2
− 2β2

)
− H

4β4

(
1− J

2α2

)
= 0. (6)

Eq. 6 suggests that the effective magnetic field experi-
enced by the Eu spin is opposite in sign to the applied
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Figure 4. dMz as a function of Hz for increasing (red) and
decreasing (blue) field at (a) 3 K and (b) 14 K, revealing the
opposite sense of hysteresis at the two temperatures. Remov-
ing the linear background in (b) shows the inverted hysteresis
(inset). (c,d) The real solutions of Eq. 6, for (c) J < 2α
and (d) J > 2α. The full and dotted lines correspond to lo-
cal minima and saddle points of the free energy, respectively.
(e) The temperature dependence of the magnetization at zero
field, defined as half the difference between the dMz (H = 0),
measured while increasing and decreasing the field.

field if J is larger than 2α2, yielding the inverted Eu
hysteresis. Although the total magnetization, M +m, is
parallel to the applied field, our experiment is dominantly
sensitive to Eu magnetization, and therefore capable of
observing its inverted hysteresis. The existence of both
normal and inverted Eu hysteresis within this model is
demonstrated in Figs. 4(c, d), which illustrate M vs. H
for J < 2α2 and J > 2α2, respectively. Both regimes
exhibit classic bistable behavior, with three solutions for
∂F/∂M = ∂F/∂m = 0 at low applied field; two stable
minima (solid lines) and one saddle point (dashed line).
Mirrored trajectories of M vs. Hz in Figs. 4(c, d) corre-
spond to normal and inverted hysteresis, respectively.

The temperature dependence of the zero-field magne-
tization (Fig. 4e), defined to be positive for normal hys-
teresis, shows that the transition from normal to inverted
regimes occurs at TN . The onset of the antiferromagnetic
order therefore disrupts the delicate balance required for
realization of the inverted hysteresis. Our model suggests
that this is caused by a reduction in the effective spin-
carrier interaction, J/α2, as expected from the decrease
in the spin-polarization of the electrons due to their cou-
pling to the AFM order.

The observations of FM order and inverted hysteresis
above TN offer compelling evidence for the role of spin-
carrier coupling in determining the magnetic properties
of EuCd2P2. We now turn to the role of this coupling
in its remarkable resistivity. To help address this ques-
tion we augmented our magneto-optical and x-ray probes
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Figure 5. (a) Optical conductivity at 50 K, 18 K and 5 K,
showing electron localization at 18 K. The inset is the differ-
ence between the 5 K and the 18 K data, showing the conduc-
tion electron spectral weight. The dashed lines are interpo-
lations across a region where the measurement is dominated
by the spectral weight of an optical phonon. (b) Schematic
temperature evolution of the coupled Eu-electron system.

with measurements of the frequency- and temperature-
dependent conductivity, σ1 (ω, T ), obtained by Kramers-
Kronig analysis of broadband reflectivity.

Fig. 5a shows optical conductivity spectra measured
at the resistivity peak (18 K), together with representa-
tive spectra measured in the metallic regime at tempera-
tures above (50 K) and below (5 K). The contrast in the
spectra between the high and low conductivity regimes
provides a clear picture of the dynamics that underline
the giant resistance peak. While the optical conductiv-
ity at 5 K and 50 K is remarkably similar, σ1(ω, 18 K) is
clearly suppressed at low frequencies. Subtracting the
spectrum measured at 18 K from that measured at 5 K
reveals a Drude-like peak (Fig. 5a, inset). We attribute
the metallic conductivity observed in the high and low
temperature regimes to this component of σ1(ω); the
resistivity peak at 18 K then reflects its vanishing. We
note that standard analysis of the optical conductivity
and Hall effect (SI, Sec. V.) yields a carrier concentration
ne = 0.6×1019 cm−3, scattering rate Γ = 9×1013s−1, and
a mass of 1.5me, where me is the free electron mass. The
conductivity spectra measured as T passes through the
peak in resistivity confirm that the increase in ρ orig-
inates from a dramatic decrease in ne rather than an
increase in Γ. Optical conductivity therefore offers un-
ambiguous evidence of electron localization.

Peaks in resistivity have been observed in several
metallic magnets, but a unifying theoretical explana-
tion for this unconventional behavior is lacking [37–40].
EuCd2P2 is an outlier in both the giant amplitude and lo-
cation in temperature of the maximum in ρ(T ). Nonethe-
less, our combination of optical polarimetry, x-ray, and
far-infrared measurements points to spontaneous phase
separation, similar to that observed in the ferromagnetic
metal EuB6 [41–43]. In this scenario (Fig. 5b) high-
temperature metallic behavior is interrupted by phase
separation: electrons localize into spin-polarized clusters,
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within which spins align due to the spin-carrier coupling
(J in Eq. 4). The localization (Fig. 5a) causes the resis-
tivity to increase until the clusters merge and form per-
colating conducting paths, slowing down the resistivity
increase and eventually causing its decrease. The merged
clusters develop a net ferromagnetic moment (My, Mz),
detected by our suite of probes (REXS, pMOKE and
LMB). In particular, the spontaneous phase separation
is seen in the behavior of the magnetization vs. Hz in this
regime (Fig. 4b): paramagnetic Eu spins contribute the
linear background, while the inverted hysteresis arises in
the carrier-mediated ferromagnetic regions.

Our finding that the same process, i.e. the spontaneous
formation and percolation of ferromagnetic clusters, is re-
sponsible for resistivity in both EuCd2P2 and EuB6, is
surprising. The two compounds exhibit different mag-
netic order, and drastically different resistivity anoma-
lies: the 100-fold increase of ρ in the AFM EuCd2P2

versus the 20% increase in the FM EuB6. We suggest
that the low carrier density and the frustration result-
ing from near degeneracy of ferro- and antiferromagnetic
states in EuCd2P2 are the key ingredients yielding the en-
hanced effect. These ingredients are then principles that
can guide the design of other systems in which transport
displays hypersensitivity to external control parameters
such as temperature and electromagnetic fields. Further-
more, our work motivates the development of a unified
theoretical description of resistivity in a wide range of
systems with strong carrier-spin interactions, and offers
ways to experimentally constrain such models.
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Figure S1. (a) Histogram of the relative domain populations
in the map shown in Fig. 2b clearly shows three domains. (b)
The reflectivity in the region mapped out in Fig. 2(b,c) of the
main text is uniform. The amplitude of (c) birefringence and
(d) pMOKE over the same region are highly correlated: both
are uniform within the large domains seen in Fig. 2(b,c) of the
main text, and smaller at the edges of those domains. None of
the variability is caused by trivial variations of surface quality,
as evidenced by the uniform reflectivity (panel (b)).

I. OPTICAL SETUP AND MITIGATION OF
ARTIFACTS

A. Experimental Setup

A schematic of the optical setup is shown in Fig. S2. A
polarizer is used to define the light polarization, followed
by a half waveplate (λ/2), which sets the polarization
angle, φ. After reflecting off the sample, the polarization
is rotated by −φ + 45◦; in other words, if the polariza-
tion state is not altered by the setup or the sample, the

∗ V. S. and Y. S. contributed equally to this work.

polarization is now an equal superposition of linear ver-
tical (LV) and linear horizontal (LH) light. The beam is
then split by the Wollaston prism into the two orthogonal
linear polarizations, LV and LH, and their difference is
directly measured by a balanced detector. If the polariza-
tion state of the light remains unchanged by the sample,
a zero is measured, while any measured signal indicates
a change of polarization, making the setup very sensitive
in detecting those changes.

Unfortunately, changes of polarization can also be in-
troduced by the birefringence of the setup, introduc-
ing artifacts. We largely mitigate this problem by per-
forming temperature- and field- modulated experiments.
For thermal modulation, we focus a second light beam
(pump) at the same spot, using an optical chopper to
modulate the pump beam at kHz frequencies. For field
modulation, we place the sample inside of a coil, through
which we pass an oscillating current. The experiment
therefore becomes sensitive only to effects proportional
to the modulation parameter, which the setup birefrin-
gence is not. Small cross-coupling terms can still occur
if there is more than one optical constant proportional
to the modulation parameter (symmetric reflectivity and
birefringence, for example), as we discuss in detail below.

Hz (ω)

Polarizer λ/2

λ/2 Wollaston

filter

EuCd2P2

633 nm probe

780 nm pump

LV polarization

LH polarization

beam
splitter

|Ex|2-|Ey|2

Objective

Figure S2. Schematic of the optical setup used for measure-
ments of the modulated polarization rotation as a function
of incident polarization. In the thermally modulated con-
figuration applied field is zero, while in the field-modulated
configuration there is no pump beam.
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B. Measured signal and mitigation of artifacts

In order to understand how the different terms influ-
ence the measured signal, we mathematically describe
the experiment with the Jones matrix formalism: the
light polarization state is represented by a vector in the
(LV,LH) basis, and the effect of each optical element
is encoded by a 2 × 2 matrix. Elements included in
the mathematical description are shown in the simpli-
fied schematic (Fig. S3). We treat separately cases with
no modulation (for illustration purposes only - this con-
figuration is not used in the experiments), with thermal
modulation, and with magnetic field modulation.

The half-wave plate whose fast axis is rotated by θ with
respect to the horizontal axis, rotates the polarization by
φ = 2θ, and is described by:

Jhwp (θ) =

(
cos(2θ) sin(2θ)
sin(2θ) − cos(2θ)

)
. (S1)

The ideal setup would not alter the polarization state,
but any realistic one will; we therefore describe it as:

Jexp (ε, δ) =

(
1 0
0 eıδ(ε+ 1),

)
, (S2)

where ε and δ mark the difference in amplitude and phase
between the reflected vertical and horizontal light (in an
ideal setup ε = δ = 0). The effect of ε, which we refer to
as the setup birefringece, is to change the angle of linear
polarization, unless the polarization is exactly aligned
with one of the principal axes of the setup. The effect of
δ, the setup retardance, is to change the phase, making
linear light elliptical.

The Jones matrix representing the sample is:

Jsam (r, b, k, φ0) = R (−φ0)

(
r + b k
−k r − b

)
R (φ0) ,

(S3)
where r stands for the sample reflectivity, b for the bire-
fringence (difference in reflectivity between the LH and
LV polarizations), and k for the polar Kerr effect (differ-
ence in reflectivity between the left- and right-circularly
polarized light caused by an out-of-plane magnetisation).
R (φ0) is the rotation matrix, allowing for the different
orientations of the sample with respect to the lab coor-
dinate system:

R (φ0) =

(
cos(φ0) − sin(φ0)
sin(φ0) cos(φ0)

)
(S4)

The state of polarization of the light that traveled
through the system is given by:

pol. HWP1 HWP2 Woll.

balanced
detector

setup 1 setup 2sample

Figure S3. Simplified schematic of the setup, indicating the
terms included in the mathematical description: polarizer
(pol), two half-wave plates (HWP), optical components be-
fore and after the sample (setup 1 and setup 2, respectively),
the Wollaston prism and the balanced detector.

(
EV
EH

)
= Jhwp (φ/2 + 22.5 deg)

× Jexp (ε2, δ2)× Jsam (r, b, k, φ0)

× Jexp (ε1, δ1)× Jhwp (φ/2)×
(

1
0

)
,

(S5)

leading to the measured intensity:

I = |EV |2 − |EH |2. (S6)

In the experiment, we rotate the half-wave plates, leading
to the polarization rotation (φ); this polarization rotation
is mimicking a sample rotation, while ensuring that the
location of the light spot on the sample does not change.
In the following, we discuss the dependence of the mea-
sured intensity on the polarization angle, I (φ), for the
various experimental configurations.

C. No modulation

1. Ideal setup

If the setup is ideal (ε = δ = 0), the measured signal
is equal to:

I (φ)

r2
= −2b

r
sin(2(φ+ φ0))− 2k

r
, (S7)

where we neglect higher order terms in b. The observa-
tion that the birefringence (b) and the polar Kerr effect
(k) are clearly separable because they manifest as the si-
nusoidal dependence on polarization and a polarization-
independent offset, respectively, is the basis for our opti-
cal techniques (see Eq. 1 of the main text).

2. Setup birefringence and retardance

The simple picture above is modified by the setup con-
tributions. Even if the sample is not birefringent, a sinu-
soidal dependence can be measured. To first order in ε1
and ε2, it reads:



3

Isetup (φ)

r2
= (ε1 + ε2) sin(2φ)− sin2

(
δ1 + δ2

2

)
sin(4φ).

(S8)
The effect of the setup birefringence (ε1 and ε2) and retar-
dance (δ1 and δ2) can be distinguished, because of their
different polarization dependence: sin(2φ) and sin(4φ),
respectively. Note that, unlike the signal arising from
the sample, they do not depend on the sample orienta-
tion, φ0.

Setup contributions ε1,2 and δ1,2 can be minimized
by orienting optical elements such that their contribu-
tions subtract, rather than add. The total effects of the
setup can be measured by performing the usual polar-
ization rotation measurement on a calibration sample,
such as a sputtered gold film or GaAs, which exhibits
no birefringence or Kerr effect. We find that in a typ-
ical experiment we can preserve the linear polarization
to better than a percent, but the setup birefringence is
typically (ε1 + ε2) ∼ 3− 5% (Fig. S4). However, sample-
induced birefringence might be much smaller than that,
and therefore overwhelmed by the setup contribution. A
considerable improvement can be obtained by using a
modulation technique, whereby the sample response is
modified by an external parameter (temperature, mag-
netic field).
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Figure S4. polarization rotation experiment performed on
a GaAs(111) surface, revealing the setup contribution to a
balanced measurement. The line is a fit to Eq. S8, with (ε1 +
ε2) = 4.1% and sin2

(
δ1+δ2

2

)
= −0.7%

D. Temperature modulation

Temperature modulation is achieved by focusing a sec-
ond laser beam (780 nm in our case), which we refer to
as the source, on the same spot. The source beam is
chopped at kHz frequencies, providing two key improve-
ments over a non-modulated measurement: (1) the setup

contribution is dramatically reduced and (2) measure-
ments are performed using the lock-in technique at fre-
quencies above 1/f noise, allowing for a measurement at
the shot noise level.

Let the temperature dependent sample Jones matrix
be:

Jsam (r, dtr, dtb, dtk, φ0) =

R (−φ0)

(
r + dtr + dtb dtk
−dtk r + dtr − dtb

)
R (φ0) ,

(S9)

where dtr, dtb and dtk denote temperature derivatives of
reflectivity, birefringence, and the polar Kerr signal.

1. Ideal setup

In the absence of the setup artifacts, the dominant
signal proportional to the temperature modulation is the
temperature derivative of Eq. S7. If there is no change
of principal axes with temperature, the derivative reads:

I (φ)

r2
=

− 2

(
dtb

r
+
b

r

dtr

r

)
sin(2(φ+ φ0))

− 2

(
dtk

r
+
k

r

dtr

r

)
.

(S10)

The birefringence and polar Kerr effect remain well sep-
arated as a sinusoidal variation and the offset. There
are two contributions to each, one proportional to the
temperature derivative of the quantity of interest (dtb
and dtk for birefringence and Kerr, respectively), and the
other one proportional to the product of the temperature
derivative of reflectivity (dtr) and the birefringence/polar
Kerr. Unless dtr � dtb, dtk, Eq. S10 is dominated by the
thermal derivatives dtb and dtk, because b/r � 1 and
k/r � 1, yielding:

I (φ)

r2
≈ −2

dtb

r
sin(2(φ+ φ0))− 2

dtk

r
. (S11)

Although there is no reason to expect dtr � dtb, dtk, it
is also not necessary to assume this: dtr can be directly
measured in the same setup, by omitting the balanced
measurement at the end and measuring the total signal,
IT = |EV |2+|EH |2, instead. In EuCd2P2 dtr, dtb and dtk
are all comparable, guaranteeing the validity of Eq. S11.

2. Setup birefringence and retardance

The first-order setup contribution to the thermally
modulated measurement is proportional to the temper-
ature derivative of Eq. S8, whose only temperature de-
pendent part is r, yielding:



4

Isetup (φ)

r2
=

2
dtr

r

(
(ε1 + ε2) sin(2φ)− sin2

(
δ1 + δ2

2

)
sin(4φ)

)
.

(S12)

The size of this term can be directly estimated by mea-
suring the setup response with no modulation (Fig. S4),
and multiplying it by the temperature derivative of re-
flectivity. In EuCd2P2 the setup contribution is at most
∼ 3−5% of the real signal, rendering it insignificant. Fur-
thermore, the artifacts described by Eq. S8 could never
account for the observed domain structure because they
do not depend on the principal axis orientation φ0.

3. Cross terms

The remaining question is whether there are any cross
terms which could make a combination of real birefrin-
gence and setup artifacts appear like an offset, and vice
versa. We find two such terms in our simulation:

1. Finite birefringence, no polar Kerr effect:

ICT1 (φ)

r2
=

dtb

r
(cos(δ2)ε1 − cos(δ1)ε2) sin(2φ0) .

(S13)

A spurious offset can be observed in this case: it
depends on the domain orientation with respect to
the laboratory coordinate system (sin (2φ0)), and
is modulated by the setup birefringence. This ef-
fect can therefore yield an offset which has a dif-
ferent value in each of the birefringent domains, is
a fraction of the magnitude of the birefringence,
and follows its temperature dependence. None of
these apply to the offset we measure in EuCd2P2,
confirming its origin as the polar Kerr effect.

2. Finite polar Kerr effect, no birefringence:

ICT2 (φ)

r2
=

2dtk

r
ε1 cos(δ2) cos(2φ). (S14)

The cos(2φ) dependence can be in principle ob-
served in this case, but it is again expected to be
a fraction (proportional to setup birefringence) of
the Kerr effect signal, inherit its temperature de-
pendence, and its only spatial variation arises from
the change of the sign of dtk when moving between
ferromagnetic domains. None of this applies for the
sinusoidal signal measured in thermal modulation
in EuCd2P2, proving once again that the offset and
sinusoidal variation are independent.

E. Magnetic field modulation

Much of the mathematical description outlined above
applies equally well to the description of the field modu-
lated experiment. However the relative size of the terms
describing the sample response requires a modified dis-
cussion, and experimental setup.

As discussed in the main text, sinusoidal polarization
variation of the field-modulated signal is direct evidence
of time-reversal symmetry breaking coexisting with C3

symmetry breaking. However, the applied magnetic field
introduces a magnetic moment proportional to the mag-
netic susceptibility. This magnetic moment induces a
polar Kerr effect, and could in principle be detected as
an offset in the field-modulated experiment (in practice
this is complicated by the Faraday rotation of the cryo-
stat windows). As the magnetic susceptibility increases
with decreasing temperature, it is a real concern that the
cross term described in Sec. 2 (Eq. S14) may prevent a
clear determination of the onset of time-reversal symme-
try breaking. In this context the cross artifact takes the
form:

ICT2 (φ)

r2
∼ χ (T )

r
ε1 cos(δ2) cos(2φ), (S15)

with χ (T ) denoting the magnetic susceptibility. In-
deed, we observe this artifact. When we first attempted
to measure the field-modulated birefringence, we ob-
served a sinusoidal signal which persisted much above the
magnetic transition temperature, and whose amplitude
obeyed the Curie-Weiss law, with the same TCW = 27 K

inverse H-mod.
birefringence
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Figure S5. Inverse field-modulated birefringence amplitude
follows the Curie-Weiss law, indicating that it is in fact a
measure of the artifact described by Eq. S15

.
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Figure S6. (a) Simplified schematic of the setup including the
Babinet–Soleil compensator (BSC), c.f. Fig. S3. (b) Field-
modulated birefringence measured at 30 K, without the BSC
and for two different values of BSC retardance. The fact that
the signal depends solely on the retardance is evidence that
it is an artifact described by Eq. S15. (c) The real signal
at 22 K is much larger than the artifact, and robust against
retardance changes.

as measured in the bulk susceptibility measurements [1]
(Fig. S5). Clearly, this was not a measure of a time-
reversal symmetry-breaking order parameter, but of sus-
ceptibility through the cross-coupling term of the form
given by Eq. S15. These measurements were performed
with the same setup which yielded unambiguous sepa-
ration of the polar Kerr effect and birefringence in the
thermally modulated experiment, emphasizing the im-
portance of carefully considering all possible sources of
systematic errors in each experiment.

In order to mitigate this artifact, we note that it de-
pends only on the retardance of the part of the setup
between the sample and the detection (δ2), and the bire-
fringence of the part of the setup before the sample ε1.
We therefore chose to modify the retardance of the second
part of the setup by adding a continuously variable re-
tarder (Babinet–Soleil compensator, BSC) after the sam-
ple (Fig. S6a).

We observed that the sinusoidal signal at 30 K could
be entirely changed by changing the retardance on the
BSC (Fig. S6b), proving that it is indeed caused by
the cross term (Eq. S15). We therefore calibrated the
setup by choosing a value of retardance which com-
pletely cancelled the artifact at 30 K (red in Fig.S6b). A
thus calibrated setup was truly sensitive to time-reversal
symmetry-breaking, and allowed to the observation of a
sharp time reversal breaking transition at T ∗. To demon-
strate that this real signal is not significantly influenced
by the choice of the BSC retardance, we measure the
signal at 22 K at a few values of retardance; we observe
no strong dependence (Fig.S6b). Upon comparison of
Fig.S6(a,b), it is also clear that the real signal is much
larger than the artifact. Nonetheless, observing, recog-

nizing and mitigating the artifact was crucial in develop-
ing field-modulated birefringence as the sensitive probe
of time-reversal symmetry-breaking that it has proven to
be.

II. RESONANT ELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING

Resonant elastic X-ray scattering (REXS) is sensitive
to magnetic ordering, making it an ideal technique to
investigate the magnetic behavior of EuCd2P2. To en-
hance the magnetic X-ray scattering of the Eu ions, we
tuned the X-ray photon energy to the EuM5 edge (1127.5
eV), as verified by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)
(Fig. S7). The XAS measurements were conducted in
total electron yield mode.

A-type AFM ordering doubles the structural unit cell
along the crystallographic c-axis, resulting in a magnetic
Bragg peak at kAFM= (0 0 1/2). Contributions from
ferromagnetic correlations at kFM= (0 0 1), meanwhile,
overlap with the structural Bragg peak. However, the
scattering geometry provided a convenient workaround
to study the FM behavior. The c-axis lattice parameter
(c = 7.177 Å) means that the (1 0 0) reflection is near
2θ = 90 deg. This leads to a dip near L = 1 (L ∼ 0.95)
due to Thomson scattering suppression (Fig. S8), which
is absent with vertically (π) polarized X-rays (Fig. S9).
The scattering contribution from the broad ferromag-
netic Bragg peak fills in this dip, allowing us to measure
the change of the FM order as a function of temperature.
The measurements shown in Fig. 2e of the main text were
performed with σ-polarized light and a collimated beam
of size 1.5mm × 0.4mm, therefore averaging the behavior
over many domains seen in the optical measurements.

Additionally, energy-dependent scattering was con-
ducted by varying the energy of the incident photons and
measuring the scattered intensity at the (0 0 1/2) antifer-
romagnetic q-vector. Energy-dependent scattering, when
compared with the XAS, confirms that the AFM Bragg
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Figure S7. Energy-dependent scattering at (0 0 1/2) (top)
and X-ray absorption (XAS) (bottom) of EuCd2P2. Energy-
dependent scattering shows that the AFM magnetic Bragg
peak resonates at the Eu M5 edge.
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Figure S8. L-dependence of scattered X-ray intensity of σ-
polarized light and a collimated beam. Lower panels show
intensities with high-temperature contributions subtracted.
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Figure S9. L-dependence of scattered X-ray intensity of π-
polarized light and a collimated beam. Lower panels show
intensities with high-temperature contributions subtracted.

peak’s resonant energy is at the Eu M5 edge (Fig. S7).
Analysis of the temperature-dependence of the mag-

netic Bragg peaks is shown in Fig. S10 (right panel).
A full temperature-dependence was acquired directly by
aligning to the desired q-value and scanning over time
while increasing and monitoring the sample temperature.
The behavior of this measurement is in agreement with
the behavior of integrated intensities extracted from the
data in Fig. S8 (Fig. S10, left panel). An order-parameter
like transition is seen at TN = 11K in the AFM Bragg
peak, in agreement with heat capacity and optical mea-
surements. In contrast, the ferromagnetism has a smooth
onset at TFM>TN , again consistent with the optical
measurements.
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Figure S10. Analysis of L-dependence and rocking curves.
The left panel shows the change in the rocking curve areas as
a function of temperature, taken around (0 0 0.5) and (0 0
0.95). These are in agreement with the temperature sweeps
shown in the right panel, and in Fig. 2e of the main text.

III. LINEAR MAGNETO-BIREFRINGENCE:
SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS

Onsager’s relation states that εij (S) = εji (ΘS), where
ε is the dielectric tensor, Θ is the time-reversal opera-
tor and S represents the system. Expanding the dielec-
tric tensor to first order in applied magnetic field de-
fines a third-rank linear magneto-optic tensor αijk, such
that εij(Hk) = εij(0) + αijkHk. According to Onsager
reciprocity, αijk (S) = −αjik (ΘS) and therefore systems
that are time-reversal invariant must show αijk = −αjik.
It directly follows that time-reversal symmetry must be
broken if any components of the linear magneto-optic
tensor that are symmetric upon interchange of ij are
nonzero. Birefringence manifests through the symmetric
part of the dielectric tensor (εij = εji), so nonzero linear
magneto-birefringence (LMB) directly proves breaking of
both time-reversal symmetry and C3 symmetry.

A. LMB terms allowed in EuCd2P2

Here we discuss how to determine which time-reversal
symmetry-breaking order parameters allow which of the
linear magneto-birefringence (LMB) terms (β, γ) in
EuCd2P2. From the definition of the linear magneto-
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Figure S11. Structure of EuCd2P2 viewed along the (a) x
and (b) z axis, together with the rotational axis C2y and the
mirror plane σxz.
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optic tensor αijk, it follows that

Pi = αijkEjHk, (S16)

where P is the polarization and E is the electric field.
In order to find out which of the LMB terms (β =
αxxz−αyyz, γ = αxyz) are symmetry-allowed, we impose
that Eq. S16 needs to be invariant under the point group
symmetry operations. Since we know that the sample
is birefringent, and therefore that the C3z symmetry is
broken, it is sufficient to study the effect of the two-fold
rotation C2y and the mirror plane σxz (Fig. S11).

Transformations of the components of the polar (Pi,
Ej) and axial (Hk) vectors under those operations are
shown in Table I, in which the + indicates that the vec-
tor remains invariant under the transformation, and the
− indicates that it changes sign. The requirement of in-
variance of Eq. S16 under the two symmetry operations
determines the transformations of β and γ (Table I): β
is odd under both transformations, and γ even. The fi-
nal task is to identify the order parameters of the same
symmetry as β and γ.

x y z Hx Hy Hz β γ

C2y − + − − + − − +
σxz + − + − + − − +

Table I. Transformation of the three orthogonal polar (x, y,
z) and axial (Hx, Hy, Hz) vectors under the symmetry oper-
ations of the point group 2/m.

B. Magnetic point groups and order parameters

In Table II, we list the transformations of the four C3-
breaking order parameters (two magnetizations and two
Néel vectors) under C2y and σxz, as well as the associated
point groups.

Mx My Lx Ly

C2y - + + -
σxz - + - +

point group 2′/m′ 2/m 2/m′ 2′/m

Table II. Transformation of the C3-breaking magnetic order
parameters under the point group operations. The last row
denotes the magnetic point groups that the order parameters
belong to.

A few conclusions can be drawn:

• Diagonal LMB term (β) has the same symmetry as
Mx. Both are allowed in the magnetic point group
2′/m′.

• Off-diagonal LMB term (γ) has the same symmetry
as My. Both are allowed in the magnetic point
group 2/m.

• The AFM order parameters Lx and Ly belong to
point groups which do not allow for LMB.

• Out-of-plane magnetic field (Hz) and magnetisa-
tion (Mz) transform in the same way as Mx. There-
fore, coexisting Mx and Mz allow only for diagonal
LMB (β).

• In contrast, a combination of Mz and My (or Mx

and My) breaks all the symmetries; β and γ are
then both allowed.

These findings are summarized in Fig. 3b of the main
text.

C. Any point group

In general, one can ask whether a magnetic point group
allows for either diagonal or off-diagonal LMB. The an-
swer can be derived for every specific case, as demon-
strated above, but it can also be found by consulting
tabulated forms of symmetry allowed tensors for each
magnetic point group [2]. The starting point is noting
that the linear-magneto optic tensor αijk is a third-rank
axial c-tensor, as defined by Birss[2]. The task is there-
fore to check in Table 7 of ‘Symmetry and Magnetism’[2]
what form does a third rank axial c-tensor take in the
magnetic point group of interest. If we do this for the
groups discussed above, we easily find that no such ten-
sor is allowed for 2′/m or 2/m′, while tensor B3 is allowed
in 2/m and C3 is allowed in 2′/m′. We then use Table 4
to see the forms of the two tensors, and find that C3 al-
lows only diagonal terms, and B3 allows only off-diagonal
terms, which is consistent with the analysis above.

IV. FREE ENERGY MODEL

As discussed in the main text, we describe the coupled
Eu-electron system with the free energy:

F = α2m
2 +β2M

2 +β4M
4 +JmM−Hm−HM, (S17)

where m and M are the magnetizations of electrons and
Eu, respectively, J is the coupling between them, and
Hz an externally applied field. To find the free energy
minima, we require the derivatives of F with respect to
M and m to vanish, yielding the coupled equations:

∂F

∂M
= 2M

(
β2 + 2β4M

2 +
J

2
m

)
−H = 0,

∂F

∂m
= 2α2m+ JM −H = 0,

(S18)

and resulting in Eq. 6 of the main text.
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V. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND THE
HALL EFFECT

A. Carrier density

Room temperature Hall resistivity is linear in magnetic
field (Fig. S12), and used to extract the carrier concen-
tration using the usual relation:

ne =
1

eρxy
= 0.6× 1019 cm−3. (S19)

B. Mass and lifetime

Within the Drude model, and in the absence of other
excitations, the integrated spectral weight of conduction
electrons is proportional to the ratio of carrier density
and the effective mass:

∫ ∞

0

σ(ω)dω =
π

2

nee
2

m
. (S20)

Integrating the spectral weight of the peak in the inset
of Fig. 5a of the main text, we find:

ne
m

= 0.4× 1019
cm−3

me
, (S21)

where me denotes the free electron mass. Combined
with the carrier density extracted from the Hall effect
(Eq. S19), we find:

m = 1.5me. (S22)

The scattering rate can be extracted from the ratio of
the integrated spectral weight, and the zero frequency
conductivity:

Γ =
2

π

∫∞
0
σ(ω)dω

σ (ω)
= 9× 1013 s−1 (S23)
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Figure S12. The Hall resistivity as a function of magnetic
field at 300 K.
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